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The Arabic genius of the same calibre as Einstein was assassinated and his books
on science purged from Western libraries. Is this cover-up about keeping secrets of
Quantum and Relativity theories?

Picture Ref: [1]
Nouran Radwan refers to Ali Moustafa Mosharafa as the Arabic equivalent of
Einstein [2] informing us:
“Dr. Ali Moustafa Mosharafa was an Egyptian mathematician and physicist. He was
professor of applied mathematics in the Faculty of Science at Cairo University, and
also served as its first dean. He contributed to the development of the quantum
theory as well as the theory of relativity and corresponded with Albert Einstein.”
The site “Mustafa on Location” [1] gives an impressive list of his achievements,
among which are:
• the first Egyptian to participate in space research, and even more importantly, was
a student [of] Albert Einstein
* One of the few who knew the secret of the atom and a fragmentation of the
scientists who use them fought in the war .. But he was the first of a new idea is that
hydrogen can be made from such a bomb ..

So he knew secrets.
Radwan [2] tells us: “Mosharafa was one of the distinguished few who were in close
contact with the great scientist Einstein. He enriched Einstein's theory on relativity.
He was an Arab pioneer in natural sciences. He was an Arab genius who gave a lot
to the West and received very little in return. He believed that education is the way
out to freedom.”
So it tempts one to read his work, and there is information on his work by Radwan
[2]:
“He was keen on disseminating public scientific awareness, and wrote several
articles and books for the public about science in simple forms. He wrote 26
significant papers including theoretical explanations of natural phenomena. He
wrote 15 books in relativity and mathematics. Among which is a book on the theory
of relativity translated into English, French, German and Polish. It was reprinted in
the USA. He produced around 15 scientific books about relativity, mathematics,
atom and space invasion. His most important books are:
·We and Science
· Science and Life
·Atom and Atomic Bomb
·Scientific Claims
· Engineering in Pharaohs Times”
So I looked on British Library and US Library of Congress, and there is nothing; his
work has been purged from the public domain.
The Secret Services purge science literature from the public domain when it
contains knowledge deemed of national security. The most famous case (although
nearly forgotten by the general populace) [3] being what happened to the science
magazine Scientific American over an article containing a few lines of technical
information about the hydrogen bomb. It was pointed out the technical information
was already in the public domain, but the censorship went ahead anyway. What sort
of information was Moustafa dealing with that all his books have been banned? It is
possible that atomic secrets of some sort were in his book “Atom and the Atomic
Bomb” which would mean it should be banned for national security reasons. But a
book like “Engineering in Pharaohs Times” being banned, what atomic secrets (or
other secrets) would that be dealing with? It sounds like the total Ban on his books
is out of spite, not for national security.
Radwan [2] says that “he died under mysterious circumstances that point to being
murdered in January 1950 “
An Islamic site [4] lists him among Arab scientists that have been assassinated,
particularly nuclear scientists, killed by the Israeli secret services.
Israel is of course in close relationship with the US. So it appears “they” assassinate
you and then destroy all your books if “they” think something you said should be

kept secret. This is worst than the censorship that happened in medieval times with
their banning of books on the Copernican revolution. If Mustafa was clever enough
to work out the unified theory (that Einstein was searching for), and these secret
services wanted that secret, they then killed him and wiped out everything possible
about his theory.
And one site does mention he might have had such a theory [5] :
"Who was the first scientific research [by Mustafa] on finding a measure of the
vacuum, where the vacuum geometry based on the theory of "Einstein" subject only
to the movement of particle moving in a gravitational field."
In Quantum physics there is the vacuum idea of particles coming into and out of
existence due to Heisenberg Uncertainty and if he joined this together with gravity
then he was combing quantum physics with relativity physics giving a unified
theory. So where is the “theory”?-- its totally erased from history. Those controlling
Western Society don't want unified theory to be known.
Hitler and the Nazis set us on the trend for book burning, and since then the
guardians of our society have never stopped, just they don't make a big public
display of it.
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